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at the same time. is generally a consequence of set-up costs which 
e number of units being replaced. Such a situa- 
olicy under which operating 
s so as to prevent too high a 
running cost or to take advantage of the scale of economy by replacing 
both units. 
tive replacement pol;cy which we analyze in this paper 
as!y to carry out. “We never intervene when the machine 
is operating. Only when the machine fails, as a consequence of a failure 
of one of the units, may we also wish to replace the second unit. Our 
the optimal replacement. policy, when the objective func- 
nimum cost per unit of time for an infinite horizon of 
e seek an analytical solution which gives us both the optimal 
policy and the optimal values of the objective function as functions of 
the life-time idistributi3.n and the cost parameters. 
In this paper we shall solve the problem posed above when the two 
units are identical, possess exponential ife-time distributions, and the 
marginal running cost is linear. The objective function, as previously 
stated, is the minimum cost per unit of time for an infinite horizon of 
time. T’lhe relative simplicity of this modlel, which we call the basic model, 
makes it possible to present the underlying features of the problem and 
its solut.ion and to investigate in detail the influencr: of various param- 
eters on the optimal policy. The second model in this paper is identical 
with the basic mo(del except that we take into consideration the length 
of time needed to replace one unit or both units. 
In both models we obtain the optimal decision rule and then prove 
the existence of a unique control limit. The influence of the various 
parameters are investigated both in general case and in some interesting 
otivation, wherever possible, is given. An interesting 
oint is the saving due to our policy when compared with a policy 
nned replacemen ‘3 are made. In the basic model the 
ted and analyze :In some detail. 
e employed to solve the 
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stance, in the problem under iscut,sion h.ere, we might wish to know 
the expected length of ti between two consecutive common repla- 
cements, the average nu r of units replaced per unit time (in order 
epare an adequate of units, for example), etc. 
order to derive these characteristics, we used a different technique. 
This technique and the results obtained will be presented elsewhere. 
In closing this introductory sectio;?, it is useful to review brief- 
ly previous work concerned with problems of the type studied in this 
paper. In [ 11 there is no cost structure or objective function and hence 
one cannot very well think in terms of an optimal policy. In [ 31 the 
total discounted cost for an infinite period of time is minimized. 
iiterative procedure is developed and shown to converge to the optim;il 
policy. This procedure is restricted to .btems whose hazard function in- 
creases to infinity, a property which is not possessed, for instance, by 
EJrlang distributions. The results in [ 33 a e stated in algorithmic form. 
Additional preventive replacement possibilities are considered in 
the policies of [ 7] , [4] and [ 81. In [ 73 , in addition to the possibility 
of preventive replacement of the surviving unit when the other unit 
fails, each unit is subject to age replacement. ] and [ 81, the repla- 
cement policy is general. A each unit of tirnt any action (replacement 
of one unit or both) can b 
The technique xor obtaining a solution in papers [4] and [ 81 is 
dynamic programming, where time (i.e. age) takes on discrete values 
and the time horizon is finite. Recurrent functional e uatians are de- 
rived and solved using iterative methods for specific lues of the param- 
eters. No attempt is made to obtain a solution as a function of the pa- 
rameters in the model. 
The situation in the models of [6] appears to be very similar but there 
is a critical difference: only one unit is subjec 
ments, with the other unit (or units) supplyin 
ties for that unit. 
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en either of the units fails, the machine breaks down and we# can 
wing actions: 
eplace the failed un:it with a cost of n. 
e both units w:ith a cost of b. 
general bl < 2a, but as will be explained later this 
mption for this model.) 
lacement time in this model is assumed to be zero, A #working 
machine is never stopped for a planned replacement. If we define a 
riod as the time interval between two consecutive failures, then a 
lure of a unit marks the end of a period and the next period begins 
immediately after one of the a&ions A or B is taken. Since replacement 
time is assumed to be zero, the transition time from the end of one 
:riod t[J the be of the next one is zero. 
with each unit is a m;;rr cost per unit time 
function of its . We shall assume that this func=> 
12 form 
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r(x) = px, p.xL (2) 
For this two-unit machine, we wish tc~ find arti ogtiknal replacement 
policy which will mini ize t,he average cost per unit of time for an in- 
finite horizon of time. 
Lxt us now define, at failure po , a stochastic r.v. Z- which is equal 
to the age of unit 1 minus the age unit 2 wherr the age of the failed 
unit is taken as zero. Therefore, for example, z - = x > 0 at a failure 
point means that unit 2 failed and that unit 1 has age X. z- contains al! 
the available information at failure points, and, since we intervene only 
at these points, all our decisions are based entirely on Z--. In fact it 
would be sufficient o consider lz- 1 as Jibe state variable here since the 
units are indentical, but it is more convenient to use z--. 
At zny failure point either action A 13r action B has to be taken. Da=- 
note by z+ the tiifference between the ages of the units (the age of unit 
1 minus the age of unit: 2) after the action was taken. 
Clearly 
z- if action was 1 aken, 
ZsI =I 
0 if action B was ILiken. 
ate that the transition from 
ment ime is assumed tobe zero in t-his model. Under an ~~ifi~ 
replacement ordifmxrs denim 
arkav process9 defined on failur 
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ence it !s sufficient to consider # x > 0 only. 
In ordf:r to derive the functiona ion for $(x.) we use a 
which is a variation of optimization chniques developed for 
arkov decision processes, The basic idea was introduced by 
oward ] 5 ] ; see also ather 121 for a more detailed description of the 
procedure used here and another application. 
For the problem under discussion the functional equation for #(x), 
x > 0, is 
dwl, > (-J = min a+ -2!$ (XX -t 1) 
+ 
[s 




s 2U I) 
2he- 2A~ o(y) dy - y . (9 
e first part of the right-hand side of (5) is computed under the assum- 
tion that actio,i A was taken, so that z+ = z- = x > 0. The first term, a, 
is the replacement cost at the beginning of the period. The second term 
is +(x), the expected running cast during the period. This cost is com- 
puted using the formula 
(6) 
Iwhere j’& (t) is the p.d.f. of ‘TX, the length of a period with z+ =: x > d, 
ly. In our problem fT,i(t) does not :depend on x and is given by 
eVzAt ift> 
otherwise I (7) 
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x .> at the beginning of t 
PXY oft continuous sta 
tion probability de 
ov process is 
he-2k(Y-X) 
P = XY 
he2hv ify<O,x>O. 
Hence the expected terminal cost is 
Finally, the technique which we are using requires subtraction of the ex- 
pected overall cost for the next period. n our case the distribution of 
the length of a r>eriod oes not depend on X, the value of z+ initially. 
From (7) the expected length of a perio 
I-knee the expected overall cost per period is given by 
where 7 is the expected cost per unit time. 
is taken yields the seco 
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a0 
+ 
S Ae-2h@-+$(y)dy --lny if 0 < x < d, (11) 
x 
00 
b&--f S 2h2 () 
Z!Xe- 2AY h(y)dy - y ifxad. 
rmh (3) and (11) we have 
y”a+P+ J 2he-“Ay(bQY)d9 l 
2h2 0 
Inserting (12) into (11) yields 
(12) 
b-a! ifx>d. 
Let us now solve equation (13) for 0 < x < d. Differentiation yields 
2X) - A@(x) + 2he2hx J’ he- 2AJ’(aCy) d  . 
x 
(14) 
From (13) and (14) we obtain the differential equation I 
utim 9f (115 ) is 
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From (1.6) and (17) we have 
y= (plh)d + kehd + 2a - b + p/h2 . 
Inserting (18) in (16) yields 
G(x)= (pjh)(x-d)+k(ehx- eAd)+b-a, O<x<d. (19) 
By (13), @(x)=&-a forx > d. Hence, by (13) and (17), 
b--a=~(d-)=~n-~~r+P+~d+e2hd ~(&-a)Xe-Z“Ydy, 
02 2A d 
which yields 
y = 2a - b + p/2h2 + (p/h)d 
Equating (18) and (20) yields 
k = - (p/2h2)ewhd . 
(20) 
(21) 
Inserting (21) into (19) and inserting the result into (13) yields 
(p/X)(x - d) -t (p/2X2,) (1 --eACx-“))+ b-a if 0 < x < d, 
(9(x) = (22) 
b-a ifxsd. 
e(x) is increasing in 60, d) and symmetrical around zero. 
From (3) and (22j we obtain for p > 0 the equation for d, the o 
ma1 control limit, 




en as zeros {see (2) 
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effect on d*#* owever, if p. # 0, y increases by 2p,/2X = ~+,/h. ZpO 
is the amoun,t by hich the running costs for both units increase during 
a unit of time and 1/2X is he expected length of a pe.riod. 
minimal cost en rrpo + 0, is 
PO ~=a+_..& -Pe-Ad+- 
h2 2x2 x 
instead of 42 
a/:=&-b+- P +&+!? 
2x2 x A 
instead of (20). 
(24”) 
(20:‘) 
2.3. Proof ojr the optimality of the proposed :joliLo)i 
The proof‘ of the optimality of our policy is done in two steps. First 
we show tha: e(x), d and y satisfying (11) also satisfies (5). In other 
words, we have to show that for 9 < x < d (resp. x > d) the first part 
e right-hand side of (5) is smaller (resp. larger) than the second 
art, when &IX) is defined by (22), 7 by (20) (or (24)), and d is the 
solution of (ES). Finally we prove that 7, which is attained by our 
policy, is Yndeed the minimum cost per perio? over all possible policies. 
ProojI Undier our policy the second iJi+.rt of the right-hand side of (5) 
is a constant (71 - a. For 0 < x < d, t;?le &:s part in (5) is Q,(x). In this 
region @(x) is always smaller than b -- a and this completes the proof 
for 0 < x < d. 
For x > d, the first part in (5) is 
a+--Qx+l)+J 
2x2 
’ he2’J’$(y)dy + r (b-a)Xe-2h(J’-x)~y-y = 
--QD x 
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ow (5) is satisfied ed func:tion $L n other words, 
where the operator M is defined by the equation 
0 
+ l)+ j- Ae2hy$4y)dy 
--oo 
00 
+ s he- 2h~-x)qbiy) dy 9 
X 
&+---&+ i 2XeB2?‘-%#Q)dy 
I 
. 
2X” 0” 0 
Thus M$ gives the minimum expected cost 
terminal cost is g;i.ven by #. 
G)(x) be the minimum expected 
terminal cost is given by #. Then, since for 
over one period when the 
cost for y1 periods when the 
eve constant c, 
Mgb + 4 (x) = (M9 (x) + c 3 
It can be proved by induction that 
(26) 
(27) 
(Mn+) (x) = $(x) + ny, n = 1,2, .=. s (28) 
We now choose B so that 0 < @(x) < 
#(x) is bounded. magine il constant te 
problem with a terminal cost which is given by B(x) will hav 
expected opti roblem with a terminal cost 
given by 4(x). 
for a er3 n. 
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(29) yields 
for every positive integer YI. 
ing n to 00 shows that y is a lower bound for the expected cost 
per period for any policy sequence (incl.uding stationary policies) with 
zero terminal cost (as required by the problem). 
inally 7 is attained by the policy determined in the paper because, 
*as we already proved, it satisfies (5). More precisely, the elxpected cost 
over yt periods for that pslicy, when, the terminal cost is zero (as required 
by the problem), is less than or equal to (IV $) (x), since the artificial 
terminal cost is positive. Hence by using (28) we have 
(AP 0) (x) G c@(x) + ny . (32) 
ividing the two sides of (321 by n and sending IZ to 06 yields 
Since ‘y i!j also a lower bound for all t e policies with zero terminal 
cost, the expected cost of our policy is exactly 7. This completes the 
proof of the optimality of our policy. 
. We actually proved that L ris policy is optimal in the space of 
policies which we are considering, i.e., policies under which preventive 
replacement is permitted only at failure points. 
;?. 4. nadysis of the resulfs 
increases as b - 62 increases or 
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to do it, while in tile second case a common replacement is worthwhile 
at ev opportunj ty. converse situation exists for the extreme values 
of p. en p -9 = we all have d* + 0, because the high running cost 
justifies common replacement at every opportunity. If p -+ 0 we shall 
have d” =+ =, since the unit life-time distributions are exponential and 
hence, if the running cost doesnot increase with the age of the unit, there 
is no point in making a preventive replacement. 
Recalling that (i) preventive replacement of a working unit is permis- 
sible only at failure points (of the other unit) and (ii) the cost of operat- 
ing a unit increases with age, it may therefore be worthwhile to replace 
an old working unit, even if b > 2~. In fact, common replacement at a 
failure point may be justified, even if CL = 0. 
It is interetsting to see how d and r behave as functions of X. Denot- 
ing the right-hand side of equation (23) by g(X, d), it cdn be verified 
that 
lim g(h, d) = =, 
h-,0 
lim g(A, d) = 0, 
A-,= 
ML d) < Q 
ah ? 
lim g(h, d) = 0, 
ii-4 
lim g(h, d) = 06, ag0, d) > O -~--- 
d+= ad l 
Since the total differential of g(X, d) is zero, we can therefore conclude 
that d”, the optimal control limit, increases with X. In particular, II\ + 0 
implies @ = 0 and X + - implies G?* + 00. It is clear that if the mean life- 
time of the units decreases, then the time between preventive replace- 
ment opportunities will also decrease, and therefore one can afford a 
larger control limit. 
From (24) it is easy to verify that 
the first ease this is 
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2.5. 7%e sizvin due to the proposed policy 
e to our policy when com- 
s are replaced and no plan- 
re replacement policy the 
ages of the units are independent and the stationary p.d.f. of the age 
of each one of them is 
p(x) = p- ’ r f(u) dtk = /J- 1 F(x) , 
x 
(W 
p is the mean life-time of a unit. The expected replacement cost 
er unit per unit time in this policy is a/p and the average running cost 
pel: unit time is /~p(~)r(x) d.~. Hence the expected total cost per unit 
time for the two units it; 
. 
(35) . 
For the case of exponential ife-times and linear running cost, (35) be- 
zomes 
D = ~Iu + 2alA . cw 
For our proposed policy the average cost per unit of time is, using (24), 
(37) 
Hence the relative saving due to our po;licy with respect to a pure failure 
re acemen oky is 
e-Ad*(X2iz/p + l)-’ . (38) 
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tion of the model 
In the basic model the time needed to replace either one or two units 
was neglected and taken as zero. In this model we take replacement 
times into consideration, denoting by rO the expected time needed to 
replace a single unit an by ?b the expected time needed for a common 
replacement c’f both u t% We assume rb > 7,. 
We shall again define a period as the time interval between two con- 
secutive failures. A period is the sum of two components; a replacement 
interval, which follows the failure marking the beginning of the period, 
plus an operational interval. 
The marginal running cost function r(x) is linear and is given by 
eq. (1). Note that the reduction of this function to the form of eq. (2) 
will affect the optimal control limit of this model since r(x), and in 
particular its age&dependent component po, is associated only with 
operational intervals. Recalling that the objective function of the basic 
model is the total expected cost per unit time, the inclusion of repla- 
cement times in the model makes it necessary to ass ‘ate a fine with 
every unit of time during which the machine is idle. herwise we shall 
have the absurd situation that a larger replacement ime would make 
our objective function smaller. To overcome this un esirable feature, 
we include in p. the reward per unit time arising from work performe 
by the unit. Since Y(X) is associated only with o ational intervals the 
loss of this reward during replacement intervals omes an idle time 
fine. 
f we denote by $ the average cost per unit time in this model, we 
would be interested in o erating the machine only if 
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3.2. Sdution 
z-f and @(x) as in the basic model. Applying 
ure for this mo we obtain the following func- 
tional equation for 4(x), x > 0: 
Q 
+ [s Xe2AJ’#(y) d  + s he-2h(J’-x) -00 X 





whlere f = $/2h. (Eq. (5’) is analogous to eq. (5) in the basic model.) 
The first part of the right-hand side of eq. (5’) is computed under the 
assumption that action A was taken. The first term, a, is the replacement 
cost. The second term is the expected running cost during a period (or, 
more precisely, the operational portion of a period). This expected cost 
is computed by using (6) when I(X) is given b;l (1). The third term is the 
expected terminal cos at the end oft e period (see (5) and (10)). Final- 
he expected overall cost for the next period has to be subtracted. 
,s cost is 
since under action A the expected length of the next period is clearly 
ous computation for the case when action B is taken 
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Inserting (40) into each of these equations and solving each of them for 
9 yields 
+ fd+-- p +2&-b+ 
2x2 
(1 +-4h7, --2x7,)-‘, W) 
(1+2A7,)- . (24’) 
Equating (20’) and (24’) will determine d, the optimal control limit 
for this model. The equation satisfied by d is 
fd+d!- +&b+fi 
A 212 A 
We shall’ denote tihe solution of (23’) by d*. 
3.3. Anczlysis of the results 
First note that if ra = Tb = T, (23’) is identical to (23) and hence 
a* = d*. The reason for this is simple. In this case the replacement 
time has no effect on the decision whether to replace the faileli unit or 
both umts at a failure point. However, in this case $ = r( 1 + 2A+r)- ’ 
which means that because of the non-zero replacemezt time T our gains 
have been reduced by a factor of 1 + 2hr (recall t at ‘49, as well as r, are 
negative by assumpt 
enoting by g(d) side of (23’3, it can 
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and hence it is clear that there exists a uniqlue finite solution d* of 
(23’). 
a’ varies with the various 
smaJIPer) C! means fewer (more) 
ar that the optimal control 
--TV, and decrease with a, p and po. 
intuition follo s from the following 
nction of the variables a, 6, pI‘ ps, 
“b - TV and d:, then, since the total differential of g is zero, we have 
ad_ ag a8 
aa- -m - / aa ad’ 
and so forth for the other variables /D, pO and Q - T,. 
(41), (3 and (44) completes our verification. 
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